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Fallout 3 weapons codes

Effects 3 Cheat Code:------------ display the console window during game games during press ~. Enter one of the following codes. Note: If using an XBox 360 controller, then change the settings menu to use it ~ to display the console window. Code Result-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Help-List of all console commands.
Remove the player from all groups- Removiefromalfifcto. #-Indicates the amount of tag skill points that the extra expertise indicates. Get a level-one get-up from Getapforniataliwal. #-Sets satagassailalis tags skill points. Set pccanusausaushi (0 or 1]-toggle power coach usage. Gatequestcomplete-complete existing quest. Add the amount of points identified as
Rewaridkarm #-Karma. Set set-specific points. Add the amount of points identified as Addspiaccount #-Special Points. Add the amount of points you point to your skills— Modepc #. Add the amount of money you indicate points of data— Player. Set level #-set player level. Player. Indicate the amount of additional item 000000F #-hat. tcl-no clip mode. tmm1-
all. Show tdt-toggle fix. Leaves the toggle. Tgm-God mode, unlimited ammo, and unlimited weight capability. tfc-free camera mode toggle. tm toggle hod. Player. The additional item [item code] indicates the number of #-spon items. Player. setAAF [capacity] #-set ability (sneak, exchange, etc.) score. Lock-in-lock selected or terminals. Player. Additional
spelling [perc or relief code]-is an indication of the support or impact of the sponsor. The acatom [item code]-equipped existing item in the selected target inventory. Remove entire items-remove all weapons and clothing from the target. Tai Toggle AI. Disable the ai-mat enemy fighter. Set gs Phimurunmolat #-Play speed set; pre-default 4 Disable all ears-
Dasabalilamanas. Get information on the value of the [actor value]-selected target. Player. Metchifigomemetric #-Mix with an NPCs facial friendship. Set Bartergold #-Set How to Trade with an NPC. Coc Test-Teleport room with all items. Coc Game Back to Magotincomemonhousi-Teleport. Player. moveto [NPC ID]-move to THE NPC gesture. Sittonershop-
Player Player. Setav Damagrast [1-85]-set percentage of physical damage absorbed by the player. Player. Setav Reader [1-85]-set percentage of radiation absorbed by the player. Player. Setav Posonrest [0-100]-set the percentage of toxic damage absorbed by the player. Player. Setav Forerest [0-100]-set percentage of fire damage absorbed by the player.
Player. Setav Melidamagi [Number]-Set Maily Damage Done by Player. Reset-Heleta-fully healed the PLAYER of THE NPC or selected. Player. Moodaf Health [Number]-Permanent Set Player Maximum HP Player. Srm-repair your repair level player free. Setup-on-Heltaperc 100-Restore-e-quiped weapon 100% set Gs Fatdasthankefactor and 0.0001-Perfect
V.A.T.S. Aim Setup Fapapakkukkitakitskalalmalt 100- 100 set Gs Fpakoktmanchaanka 100-100% Success of any pocket Set mode speed diarab-set gs famovsinibuilt [No.] Additional success unlocked [1-53] GatequestComplete/GetQC [Qistad]-If the quest with the qistad is completed, return 1. And 0 if not so. Note: #is the number. Achievements: -------------
Accomplish the success indicated to get the relevant number of Gamamuskori points: G.O.A.T. Whisperer (10 points)-G.O.A.T. took off! (20 points)-Full escape!. After their steps (20 points)- Complete the following at their feet. Galaxy News Radio (20 points)-Full Galaxy News Radio. Scientific Activities (20 points)-Full Scientific Activities. Scone Lane (20
points)-Full Rest Lane. Water of Life (20 points)-Full Life Water. Trail Lift (20 points)-Lift the full trail. Save Paradise (20 points)-Complete Paradise Salvation. American Dream (20 points)-Full American Dream. Take it back! (40 points)-Complete take it back!. Big trouble in big town (20 points) -big trouble in the entire big city. Alok Gambit (20 points)-Full Alokik
Gambit. These! (20 points)-Full in!. The Navka-Kola Challenge (20 points)-Full Noctola Challenge. Head of State (20 points)-Head of the state. Charbah man (20 points)-full charba man. Blood relations (20 points)-full blood relations. Oasis (20 points)-Full Oasis. Atom strength (20 points)-Full atom strength. Supaini Tower (20 points)-Full Supini Tower. Strictly
Traded (20 points)-Full Strictly Traded. Freedom theft (20 points)-Full theft freedom. Trouble on the homefront (20 points)-Trouble on the full Homefront. The song of Ageta (20 points)- Full Aatha song. Rangers of The Rally (20 points)-Rangers of the full rally. Riyawar (10 points)- Reached 8 with bad karma. Zarbup (10 points) reached level 8 with neutral
karma. The defender (10 points) reached 8 with good karma. The Battle of Adwardat (20 points) reached level 14 with bad karma. Survival head (20 points) reached level 14 with neutral karma. Peace Ambassadors (20 points) reached level 14 with good karma. The curse of humanity (30 points) reached level 20 with a bad karma. The paragraph of humanity
(30 points) reached level 20 with neutral karma. Viaponsmata (30 points) made one of each specific weapon. Bloody (20 points)-300 creatures killed. Silver-Tongad Satan (20 points)-Win 50 conversation challenges. Data-Muner (20 points)-Hack 50 terminals. Keys for the bees (20 points)-raised 50 applause. A Man Scouting Party (20 points)-Discover 100
Mental Pradesh (10 points)-Pakkapakkatang while a manual or mine laid. They are the greatest... (20 points)- Kill all super-utpreurity behemots. Yes, I play with dolls (10 points)-plus 10 walt-Tec Bobbleheads. Walt-Tec C.E.O. (30 points)-plus 20 Walt-Tec Bobbleheads. V.A.T.S.: ------------------If you are apparently going to opposite areas or just want to review
the area around you for enemies you can't see yet, try hitting the turn around your character, finding all angles. Doing so you will not see any enemies by you too much too much on them yet. You'll be not really able to harm your enemies from such a distance, but before they know you have a good way of giving enemies space so you know how you're getting
to get you before the downbeat fan. First Boobbali Sir: ------------------When you are talking to your letters about the samyakarat professional qualification test, your father will sit at his desk. Near the top right-hand side of their table is your first Limited Edition Walt-Tec Boobbali head. Medicine: Smart man knows a bandage only hides his wounds your
medication skills have increased by 10 points permanently. Unlimited hat: to do --------------, you're going to need the item, 'wicked ness'. First, in Greatatch, go to Marigold station, you'll find an information cusc/desk thing with a body and a holotape. Listen to him. It gives you instructions on finding the item. Itâ? s actually very funny. You need to find this
station until you find a section with a door and fire hose station. Search inside the fire-blue box to find a key. Then continue looking for the stairs until you find a room with a siren-like slit light on top of it. Inside, you can use the key to open a safe. There, you will find the wicked ness. Then you will face someone who wants to return it. Either kill him, or use the
conversation bonus option. No way, don't give it back. Then you want to find a small town (west of the map and a little south, near the entrance of Walt 112). Talk to Ronald Leeson. They're not hard to find, there are only two people. Sell her wicked ness to 200 hat. Now all you need to do is steal back from it when it's not looking. Save before Pakkapakkatang,
mandaana you fail. Up to about this unhesitating, and you can sell it back for another 200 hat. He does not run out of the hat, like other sales people in the game, so you can do as many times as you want. The only aspect is that you steal every time, you will get negative karma. Unlimited Communication: For unlimited experience in Effects 3-------------, you
need to be 10 at a low level Sandman is the perc. Sandman needs you to have at least a 60 60 In a sneak. This allows you to silently kill people in their sleep with an extra communication bonus. So obviously, kids, or at least some kids, canâ? T be killed in the game. A good place for this disorder is called by the south, in a city. There are two children, one of
two important homes that you can use this trick. All you have to do is use the waiting ceremony until it's about 1 AM. When everyone sleeps, sneak into a house, use the coch, and killing skills that come with the sandman perc. Use only on kids. He's not a wonâ? T-die, but you'll still get the experience to kill them, allows you to do the most trick. Best of all,
using this killing trick has no effect on your karma, and you'll get 50 communications all the time, which is a lot in this game. Bobblehead locations: ---------------------To collect the following hidden bobblehead + 10 a skill or a state on + 1.-= data =----------strength: The power of the ma'gper, I, I, in the house of The Ruber. Idea: On a bookshelf on the right side
at the Republic of Dao, The Deo Museum. Endurance: Diatahkalao, at the door on a table next to the body of a sine brahman. Charisma: Walt 108, which is in the AL lab. Intelligence: At Dr. Lee's desk in The Rupt City, Science Lab. Slippery: In the small office that will join Greener, the radiation covers. Fate: At Aalangton Cemetery North, a shelf under the
stairs inside this house directly in the bottom of the bottom. -= Skill =-----------Exchange: I have not attacked it on a shelf behind the market market that the Raider trader's back down to the right side. Big Gun: Fort Kenstein, in the wall, in the folds of the participating quarter inside the safe. Energy Weapons: Rawanhold Explosives: WCML Broadcast Station,
Change on your local map. Go through the door to have sealed henz and find it. Lokpakpak: The Top Floor Near The Bridge To The East In The Betisda Chambers, Betisda Offices. Medicine: Walt 101, when leaving on your father's table. Maily Weapon: The Doonach building, just before you leave the toxic undermembers, on the floor next to the door.
Repair: Erifo, at The House of Iain King. Science: Walt 106, living quarter on a table in the middle of the second-level main room. Small guns: Go to the national guard depot, training room and offices to exit a door in the main room. Use the electric switch on the wall on your left and enter the Aramori door, then search the shelf. Sneak: The Top of a metal box
in The Guai Serings, Den, some near the water on the right side of the map. Speech: Paradise Falls, at a table inside the pads of Euology (house of the slave master). Unarmed: Go directly west from the garage of Rockupalas, Howsy Smith. Look for the cracked banner which are the stowing. Use your local map to find it. Indefinite hacking: --------------------- a
great tupe here (although it will be obvious to some You hack a computer into the game, you've tried to hack it successfully. If you don't hack successfully on the fourth attempt (as, you don't have the proper password estimate), the station you're trying to hack will be permanently closed. But if you try only three times and guarantee a fourth time out of action
before trying, the password will reset, giving you three more options. You can do this without risk of closing down the terminal. Item Code: ---------- one of the following entries with the Player. Additional item code. Weapons: --------the code of the item------------------------------------------. 32 Pistol-0000080A. 44 Magunam-00050F92 10mm Pistol-0001A334 10mm
Pistol-0000434F 10mm Pistol-0006F210 10mm SMG-0006E7CC 10mm Submachine Gun-00004321 A3-21 Plasma -0006F210 Acid Spit-000B8793 Acid Spit-0006E8CE By-000 B 00004322 E-0001A334 Baseball Bat-0000421C BB Gun-000B8793 BB Gun-000004 323 Black Bart-0006F210 Education-000C000303F 310MyNe Bottlecap A Brass 0000433A
00004324 Brackar-000CBpur 546 Save 00078440 Toothpic-BUZSAW B C6F With Chinese Attack - 00046BDD Chinese Attack-0000080B Chinese Officer's Sword-0006415D Chinese Officer's Sword-0002B3BB Zhu's V418-000-00004325 Chinese Pistol (00060-Wrong Tri-Branch)-Baghdad C2C 0006k-000C80B8 Colonel. Autumn 10mm Pistol-531 b Colonel.
Fall Laser Pistol-000ABBE4 Combat-00004326 War-00064093 War Shot-0003713D Combat-0003713D Combat-Combat-0000ABBE4 Combat-00004326 Shot-00004327 Curse-Brac-000d 80BB Dart Gun-0000432A Diathakalao Gantlet-0000432 A Electrical Zip-00022FF1 By Yugen-0006B531-000C80BC-0003422B-By-Man-Fat 0000432A Fawkes' Super
Sledge-0007843F Fire Hydrant-00021367 Fi Sania-000C80BA Fiso! -000CB601 00078- رمالف C60 0000432- رمالف D 000- رمالف CB601 000- رمالف A0C02 0009- رمالف E8DF 0007- رمالف C10B 00039550- رمالف  Frag 00004330- رپ روط  یتسد   Frag 0000433- نئام C Frag 000001- یڈ یا   00028172- نئام F6 0000432- رزیل گنلگ  d 0000432- رزیل گنلگ  D 00018- رزیل ڈنی�  B9E نیمام یئا� 
000- کیج  00004333- ھتاس �ک  راکش   00078442- تسود C6E5B 00050- رزیل  00004334- یرھچ ED0 0007- رزیل C10B 0007- رزیل B237 000- لوتسپ رزیل  B4178 00063- لوتسپ رزیل  E8A 0006- �تک نوناق   00004336- ھتاس �ک  رزیل   00074795- رزیل  00004335- لوتسپ رزیل  B00033- رزیل یٹربل   00004337- پئاپ ڈیلام  FE2 LibertyPrimeWeapBomb-0005932F 0003 رٹرٹئیر - یک  نکنل  C07A - لن تبحم 
000C80B9 000- نوارٹیمسیم  00004339- نوارمسیم BF5A4 0000433- ناگانام F 000- رچنال سم   00030664- یتسد تیب  کرولیرام  B2644 00057- رچنال لئازیم  E8F 000- ڈروب لیک   00004340- رچنال لئازیم  A12DD 00063- ڈروب لیک  FDC ون ka--00004342 O'Grady's 0007843- حلسم D Occam 000- ارتسا �ک  CB602 Ol' painful- Plasma Grenade - 00004332 Plasma Gun - 0007C10C Plasma
Gun - 0003954F Plasma Mine - 0000433D Plasma Pistol - 00004343 Plasma Rifle - 00004344 Plunkett's Valid Points - 000CAFA9 Police Batton - 00004345 Pool Cue - 00004346 Power Fist - 00004347 Protectron's Gaze - 000C553F Pulse Grenade - 00004331 Pulse Mine - 0000433E Radioactive Spit - 00058717 Railway Rifle - 00004348 Repellent Stick -
0002D3B7 Reservist's Rifle - 00092966 Ripper - 00004349 Rock-it launcher - 0000434B Rolling Pin - 00029769 Rolling Pin - 000B2943 Sawed-Off Shotgun - 0000434C Sawed-Off Shotgun - 000AE8AE Scoped .44 Magnum - 0000434D SentryBot Laser Gatling - 000389AF SentryBot Minigun - 00057E8E Shishkebab - 0000434E Shriek - 0007F598 Silenced
10mm Pistol - 00004350 Slasher Knife - 0002869C Sledge Hammer - 00004351 Sledgehammer - 00063FA2 Smuglers End (Laser Pistol) - 0006B536 Sniper Rifle - 00004353 Spiked Knuckels - 00004354 Stabhappy - 000C80BE Super Sledge - 000B0E7C Super Sledge - 00004352 Switchblade - 0006407F Switchblade - 000289C3 Sydney's 10mm Ultra SMG
- 0005DEEE The Break - 00066C77 The Kneecapper - 0006B53A The Shocker - 000BFF62 The Tenderizer - 000A874B The Terrible Shotgun - 0006B534 Tire Iron - 00004328 Vampire's Edge - 00078441 Vertibird Bomb Gun - 0003E5E2 Vertibird Gun - 00089C51 Victory Rifle - 000CB548 Wazer Wifle - 00061793 Finding 2008----------------- is found in the
sakraapiard. On the world map, the top right of the scramed square is in the top right-hand side of the square which is two squares directly below the EMS. If you are finding problems finding this, follow the clear triangle on your compass. Go to the scrate and look/listen for the fight. You'll get a raider fight dogmit. Once Raider is dead you can talk to Dogmeet
and ask him if you're involved. Lock: Use the following trick to avoid breaking the babby pin when trying to take a lock-------------. Just to break the babipin, get out of this screen, then go back. You will save a lot of big ones from doing this. It also works in an attempt to get a password for the computer. Fear Factory Reference: ----------------------- the museum,
and review the notice on the wall terminal to the far right. The text is about a virus affecting their arkaitipe, and finally it represents parts of the song Arkaitipi by the Fear Factory: Infection has been removed, the spirit of this machine has been improved. Charba Man Quest: Get both rewards:-------------------------------------------When you discover android identity
and are making a decision to change it or warn it, first go to Android. Convince him that they will go to Zammar on their own , and he will reward you . Then, go to The Zammar in the science lab. Tell him about android id. He will reward you also. Note: You'd still get bad karma. Both of you rewards If you go to Harchanissis (android) first and agree to help it.
one When you agree to help him, Dr. Zammar and his guard are allowed to kill. You will see The Hinkansis through plasma and then go to the science lab. You can tell you the hon. You will then get THE VATS from Zammar. When you try to leave to look for Zammar Hárkanissis, you can still punish him and his protector from the locals. When you come back
to The Hmarkansis, he is not wise, and admits that you have killed Zammar. Doing so will get you both rewards and stay in the city of Hiransis-Rupt. Easy Hat:----------1) Note: If you want to take the evil path, just go ahead. After Mr. Bric agrees to help Nuclear Megaton, go to each house and steal everything (any small piece of the jank you can take). Sell
them in local shops (cratesadi supply, restaurants, moriarti sions, etc.). A particular house is locked or you need a key to get into a safe or something of this nature, just say kill the owner of the property and get the key from his body. Kill everyone in the eye, especially the shop owners because you can access your entire inventory, plus you've already spent on
them. Kill everyone and collect everything to leave Megaton on the blank. You must have at least 600 caps. Remember to sell some things you collect to the shopping owners because you can't travel more than Amil. It can be visited by you in almost any city. To avoid getting on the mill, get all the stuff that you can possibly take, then just leave the rest
outside of The Megaton. Fast travel to the city or some other market. Sold to you, then come back and do the process again. 2) Save all pre-war books that you found (neither damaged or destroyed). Visit The Arlington Library In the southeast- to-east- you can find an NPC who will buy these books for 100 hat. You will also get 10 experience points for each
book that you have sold. 3) Do the Rangers side quest of the rally. After the rescue rally and the guards back to it based on it, they'll ask if you want to map this area to help it, and they'll pay you. He will help him yet to say no to him. After reaching level 20, use the Explorer sp. Once you reveal every location on the map, go back to it and tell him you will help
him. Then, tell him you've got some new places for him. Depending on whether you've already done it, you can make over 2,200 characters. Super Utparivarti Behemoth locations: -------------------------------- five super-utparivarti behemots that can be found and killed. They cannot do the raspon after they die . You can find them at the following locations.
Galaxy News Radio: This Behemoth enter your area On the only GNER will destroy a wall outside the building (search related). In a camp near Walt. A Behemoth train is behind an electric wall with tracks. When the wall of powering the generator is destroyed will escape from The Behemoth. Use the Capital Building-West Gate and go inside the main room.
Look at the map. The room is straight from the door to the hall. However, the find will force you to find an alternative path. Takview industrial-located to the east of the GNER building at the end of the map. The north of the Behemoth factory is standing in the middle of some of the crashers. Punch Station - Unless you find a group of Chromepalad-up train
vehicles. Find this area until The Behemoth appears. If you see a tdi bear in the shopping cart, you will know that you are in the right area. Focusing on negative skill points: ----------------------------- you may end up with a negative number of levels due to cheating code usage. To fix this, point the console window on the allocated screen. Please enter. Setav 0
minus enough skills to deny the number. Type the closure cellmenu to close the master menu and bring it back again. You should have a positive amount of skill approach, and you no longer need to reload the safe game before you apply. Easy theft, hacking, and conversation bonuses: -------------------------------------------Save the game before starting a
conversation with a speech bonus, hacking a computer, lock, or select. Just reload the game if you fail the challenge. Defeat robots in The Wastiplandus: ----------------------------------- a hill with robots at the bottom. Some robots have problems shooting up at a parked angle. Shoot at them because you're running up the hill to easily destroy them. Get more
inventory: -------------------Load all your devices on a companion role, or use it to get home in Melakars and store the stuff. Free XP: In the --------, talk to Baterkup about dating. Then go to the normal house and talk to Pusha. Click The Option of The Bar-Pop Conversation and get more XP than that. Additional inventory space: ----------------------If you're
running out of room in your inventory and don't want to take any of your gear, consider trying to find a partner character. This companion can be found at different locations around the world and will agree to join you on your journey (temporary). You can trade goods with characters that will allow you to drop your goods on them, making you practically
anencombarad. Consider this option when you not only need help with bad guys, but will also help you take your knee! Free bad items in Paradise Falls: ----------------------------------If you have bad karma (or do not face worse karmas), head over Paradise Falls, a group of evil Solomon Call Home in one place. To get admission without opening fire, you have
to be friendly with Solomon. Will give you a bad sour. But if you can do that, you'll find a man constantly walking around (he's usually or near him, but there might be somewhere other). When you get close to it, they'll automatically shut you down, tell you that it found some cool stuff on the current raid, and you've got anything (it'll be some ammunition, bottle
caps, or various aid items). After you first face it, you just have to talk to him to get as many free things as you can. Ibrahim Lincoln Shrine: Home ----------------------- bobblehead also contains a hideout shrine to Ibrahim Lincoln. Hidden Weapons Cash: ---------------------National Guard is a hidden area in Amarori which consists of an experimenting Mervi gun
(the most powerful weapon in the game) and small arm boblehead. Set skills/attributes: ---------------------- use code player. For setv [expertise], [NR] expertise and [attribute] [NR] attributes for the player. Note: As a word, each other is written with smaller letters in skills and attributes. The melli weapon converts to myeoiapoon. You can also use modpca
[speciality] to increase [NR] attribute points. Example: modpca power will elevate your strength by 5 to 5. The maximum is 10. Stuff due on dead bodies:-----------------------------Here's another great technique, if you're taking too many things and find you're pretty much a mill. You know how you can find the bodies of the trails enemies for that stuff? Well, you
can also put your luggage on the body. Since bodies are to stay around they are indeterminable (or, at least, for a good long time), you can then leave unnecessary items on the body of an enemy that you have killed, and then go back to date later to withdraw your luggage. It's a great way to never be a millet. Hidden Spner --------------------------: You can find
hidden and other supplies in a rock near a sniper. Unlimited items: -----------------If you have a rating of at least 60, you can try this unlimited baggage trick, which takes place in Fort Liberty. Head of Fort Freedom with a group of scrap metal in your inventory. Once there, talk with the guard and tell him that you've got the jank you want to give it. In return, they
will offer 5.56 mm rounds, Fram bombs, Rados, and Stompaks, and you can choose who you want. Then, save your game (in case you fail the following) and steal your scrap metal from the guard. Sell scrap metal above and above it, thus you can fire an unlimited amount of ammunition, Fram bombs, Rados and Stompaks of 5.56 mm. Tup: Easy experience
points:----------------------------5 experience points to get as many times as desired use the following. Provide scariarsadi with two frag ears Go for it. Go behind the wall behind the purchase and place one. When it's It's about making a sound like that they explode, it's about the volume, pick it up and do it again. Tommy James and Shondales reference: ----------
------------------------------ Comes to Heaven there are two slave pads around the seisti pad named Qarmasi and The Tri-Branch. They are the protectors of The Astiti Jones. It is a reference to a song by Tommy James and called Shondales, The Qarmasi and The Tri-Branch. The first part --------- the Dartgun is found at the northwestern end of the capital
Wastalyand at the Atdapal-05 power station of Sakhimatik for the dart gun. Another part is achieved from the Hini Ball after completing the Lincoln Memorial Quest for slaves. The last scohimataq is found in a locked sine in which the shop is in Le Fashionable. The required parts are a toy, surgical veins, paint guns, and red retoco poison glands. The dart gun
is your target legs crupplus. Fasting such as Diyatakalaus is used on meli opponents when it is very useful. It also poisons your target for eight seconds. Alien and Alien blaster------------------------ : If you know that you will finally pick up a radio signal from the alien space craft when you find it then it is a special gun with a space craft and limited ammo. Save
your AP:------------- Here is a great technique to save action points (AP) used in THE VATS. If you are feeling confident in fighting an enemy or enemy group, then only aim for an enemy in THE VATS, but do not fire. You will retain your AP but still your children will be in the question that will be inmind on the body part of the enemy. If you shoot early, you
should still strike the required area without spending any AP. Super-Puruity Karma: ------------------- if you want to get unlimited amount of good karma, head the big city. If you go there at night, the city will come under attack from the Super-Atparivarti attack party. For every super-uppreeti you help a few residents to kill the big town, a small amount of good
karma can be achieved. Repeat this process as much as you want a good amount of karma. Unlimited caps and more:-----------------------here's a great way to get seemingly unlimited amounts of big letters, items, repairs and ammunition. Find any shop-based trader. The Mapper Supply Shop Woman is an ideal choice. It has some high value items that you
would otherwise spend a fortune, including all the things for your home and the rock-it's a sahack for the adventure. 1. Sell any of its items in your inventory that you don't need and do not complete the transaction. It will boost the amount of money. 2. Find something in your inventory that you have two, or you have one too. Sell the item found in it. 3. Check
that two types of items are in its inventory once of different values. The big difference in value, the better and the least cheapitem is better. 4. Buy back its affordable now Like two items and complete transactions, but will not leave the trading session. Search for items in your inventory. The game should be glotted and the item should climb dramatically in price
and be 100% repaired, although you initially sell the item so it was not. 5. If it is not 100% repair for any reason, then sell the item back as well and redo step 3-4, if necessary try a different item. 6. From here, the game will be glotted and you will be able to sell more of the same item and you will be able to buy it back less until you fully sleep its money. If you
want, you can catch up on the item because it will be completely repaired-just keep it on the final period which will leave it with a small amount of money. 7. Any time he is out of money, or if you are going to keep it, then sell the item back and give you the money. The transaction will slow down and whatever amount of money they will be left. 8. Search through
its inventory and find the things you need. Steampaks, ammo, miscellaneous item, weapons and coach are all fair games. Finally, the transaction price will be bright again and you depend on whether its things depend on you being in the contract. Complete transactions 9. If you wait three days, they will have new stocks and around 350 hat. Now you wait, the
stronger its inventory will become and the more the bigger the characters will be ready to take you when you do it all again. Easy experience points: ----------------------- the place of the fright behind standing against the wall in the supply of kratirsadi (Megaton is found) then pick them up quickly. You will find a small experience for the missile. Your inventory has
a few fright ears (so you don't have to re-equippe the ears), then go to the room behind the merc. Get close to the back of the wall that tilt against the merc and have a my place. Take it immediately as it will be armed immediately and tick. Repeat it as necessary. Fat man: To get the passcode to the --------, the Caller family collects all of the transmission. The
gun is designated fat human, and it kills eight mini-nos at a time. Fall long distances without dying:----------------------------------If you find you to fall off a bridge or mountain, just save the game in the mid-air and reload it. You will land safely on the earth. Early detection: ---------------- when roaming around the world or towns, use the following trick to get an early
head on enemies, learning which is close, encounters, or close. Keep the [V.A.T.S.] tape when searching for all angles. So there's something there, you'll get the V.A.T.S. zoom in with a low score. You will at least know what is and how best the attack can be planned or sneaked around. ozzi Reference: In ------------------------ (located inside the history
museum), a ghoul name is Mr. Chowli. This is a song reference by Ozzi Athboorni named Mr. Chowli. Sideways Missile: First-----------------, Laser Pistol and Launch Hotness. Then, go to the third person, and grab the button for that purpose. Now, without going to the goal button, click out the missile's launcher. So, from the bottom that will be out of the missile,



stuck towards it. But it will still shoot ahead. Ol' painful:-------------Ol' is a painful victim who shot more quickly than the normal one. You can find it in the Republic of Daeo (in the top right-hand side of The Wastelland). To get the easy way with good karma, start looking for it in the head (in the trial from Mr. Chowli) then you can ask For your key, Deo can ask
that The Crunauli is needed, and he will give you, which open a safe in the right of the room that Deo normally has, there you will find ' painful, or you can only go into guns. And take the key from his body by shooting everyone and open safe. Free Skopaed 44 Magunam: You need ----------------------- kids in the heart- perc. First to go to Megaton and talk to a
child named Aggi. Choose the baby in the heart speech, and they will put you a safe in their house (think Cat Creel after that). He then tells you the code. All you have to do is find it near the shelf in the right -the-right (it's a floor safe) open it and take the magunam. Hacking: -------- if you move your cursor during symbols, sometimes you'll highlight a group of
symbols. Choosing these dudes will remove one of the words that is wrong from your selection. Also, it could allow you an extra effort if you have already got a selection wrong. Defeat Super Motantas: ------------------------ is the best common weapon for hunting. V.A.T.S. well-shot inside or outside work; Chinese attack, or combat shutdown. Skophad. 44 Great
between the manginam and the sniper if you have ammunition. Use a grenade and missile for the group. Aim less with missile launcher because it goes a little spin in flight. If you have a few seconds of distance between you, leave a few ears for them. They shall follow them . The Kontors are like super-utparivarti guard dogs, because if you look at it there are
probably super-motants. The kantorus are essential during the time of killing, but they are always empty. Also when controlled by super-motantas in the area, always check the gore bag. It may be aggregate, but it is a good place to scrunge for items. Stealing items without being caught: --------------------------------------As you probably did, to successfully steal
something without being successful (which will guarantee any person You have to steal an item in The Coch mode with hidden explanation sedate to remove everything you stole). However, some times that are constantly protected (or simply because your stealth skills are not enough) which is almost impossible to steal the item without detection. An
extremely simple task is to use the procedure around capture capability (pre-default key Z), capture the item and move to a black-end of the room, until the explanation turns into hidden. This way, you can steal any item for your heart wish. Tearing pants: ----------------Split pants (see: Popbawi in) effects 3 in their inventory is meant by successfully planting an
enemy by planting an enemy (by picking pick). A successful manual plant will guarantee a quick killing... As perthesion, the target allies likely increase the alert level (if any). -= Requirements =-1. The goal must be human. Which is a certain lying type which is actually the first place to blow up pants. Despite popular belief: p... Motantus cannot be targeted for
this technology (although not suspicious about it through the Robert Sag in the GNER radio station), thus-&gt; Motantus can't close their pants. It also apply to animals, taking robots or any enemies that may not have pouted; 2. The player must be in a sneak mode. 3.In must be stealth mode, status hidden. There are some rare cases where you can still try to
pick pockets while the enemy is in caution mode. Normally works, if the enemy does not have a direct line of view on your position. 4. Under enemy threat warning status cannot be ponced. 3 in effects is impossible to stick to a human opponent without detecting it (unless the human is anti). Thus, the only way to use this technique against anti-human
opponents is to organize it in areas where there is no direct line view, such as corridors. The easiest way (in addition to a 100 stealth skill) is to use a convex marine boy who you live in stealth mode as long as you have almost hidden randers. You remember that a successful p will explode in a few seconds, which means you need to get as far away from the
target as possible. This means that if you have successfully planted a manually in open space, you also have a good chance that you will be injured in the process. Make sure you have obstacles to hide after you see the undergarment flight. Dress items--------------------: The location of the type of dress is as follows. Supini: Supini Tower Yolaugo Jones:
Paradise Falls Sahadi Hat: The Wastland Survival Guide Mission (Optional Quest Prize). Mr. Bric: Megaton or pre-war business wear. Jump without dying: -------------------Use the following trick where there is a shortcut to get a high position that will save you time and last a long time Note: The trick is more difficult than what you are. A booticamp mine
equipped. Stand on the edge where you will be going to get over. Throw down my bootlakeup towards the ground. Immediately it leaves your hands, the drop-off bootlakeup swells on the top edge of the main. Botlyp seems to fall slow compared to my each other's items, making it somewhat easier on the ground. Keep landing on bottlake min as it comes to
earth. Note: This requires skill and good purpose. What's right, when you reach the earth you will lose the least health. Pick up the botalyp min and continue. Skeiding: ----------If you really want to move a higher building and survive, only you will move the V.A.T.S. and attack something before you and you will live. Pack:---------- you haven't found it yet but you
can use your followers as pack editer. Just talk to them and tell them that your goods wanted to trade. Give them all your things. You will be able to be almost empty and take as many items twice. Colonel Otoman getting long coats and lower pistols:-------------------------------------------------I leave any suppliers but if you've already defeated the game you know
what I'm talking about. To get it, don't start the last mission. Go to the Jefferson Memorial. Obviously there is a forekeyfield there so either left or right of Forkeyfield or near it, the stones, and then the well-behind. Go on the ream and walk past the inkleo soldiers. They will not attack you and you can actually talk to them! So continue down and enter the
memorial. Keep going through until you reach Rudoda. When you enter the room colonel, you will stand there, but don't talk to him! You can just kill him and take everything because he will end up raspoon. Then look down at his body and take their laser pistols. Instead of a shot his pistol fire again then go out there and destroy! Stable objective: -----------
when you have a high enough small gun skills, your sniper's and the rifle. 44 as you are in capacity when its purpose should be stable. I don't know exactly what small guns are, but I'm 99 points so it's probably in the 90s. Foreign Ammunition: ------------------------- okay, if you are a person with bad karma, I recommend this to you. Go to Fort Liberty and go to
the F.I. low level door, if you have a selected skill of 100, or not, I don't know what is needed for the main entrance. Go to the bottom, and kill all the exiles. Enter the room where a hungry computer was observed, then go to the door to your left, (you need a lukkapakapak skill of 75) and get all the ammo in containers. The second table with the mines should
be alien Blbligun, and you should get 18-24 tablets overall. Dinasor Eggs: -------------- Fast Travel Warraington Station, And besides the lucky one from the west, get on the south-east side and on the hill and look south from the south west (you will have a scoupad weapon, snipper, skophad. 44, et.) and only one thread on the other side of the end map barrier
and inside it appears to become the dinasor egg. Two followers: --------------'m playing a bad role. I was three branch (slave girl) Eulgy and I went to get (ghoul) from her contract that man (starts with one or something) and after getting her contract, I had three branches and Charons on me around both. I don't know if it will work with other followers, but I'm not
seeing for any reason, charon just on the last, if you've got it with you you can't recruit you any more. Unlimited XP: If your speech skills are too high, you can get unlimited XP------------. (around 30). Go to the big city located north of Walt 101. Talk with a girl named Baterkop. They should tell you about this dating exploit. After talking with him, go to the house
marked normal home and talk to a man named Pusha. There should be a speech skill option that says you're here with the workaround, okay? You'll get XP every time you click on it. Continue to do so and you can recce the XP in just seconds. The in-effect is shadow government-------------------------------------3 It is never called but in previous impact games it
appears that this is the u.S. shadow government. Shadow government is a reality organization that is precise but secret and passive copy because the general government is a president, supreme court, senate and so on. This government is a place which is anything for the government (like nuclear war). There will still be a government to replace them. Help
hidden hacking: --------------------When you do hacking, select additional signs between the viable password and is used for your benefit. You will need to find clusters of symptoms expressed by readers, such as (%$ *! ^ * &amp; &amp;), which can be highlighted overall. This should result in the dismissal of a bad password or completely filling your efforts.
Remember: You can always come back and start again to avoid the plague. Prototype Medic Power Coach: ---------------------------- Prototype Medic Power Coach is in old Olney in the far northeast of the world map. Since you will face many death claws, you want to set up the difficulty to make it much easier before finding this area. The southern most street is
a manole on the old Orney. Use it to access the stool. As you make your way through the well, you'll come into a ladder to your left. Keep moving past and a trail of steel will start on the earth. You can take the coach from the body. Here's the crock: it does! Oh, and when you If you're destroying this auto-immigration Med X. 0L Painful:------------ When You
First First After you take you to The View, after you talk to Deo, you will use it to kill and take his key and open the secure right next to him. Safe I will join one that is called 0l painful. The 21 damage with it but it's a much easier way to repair and repair the gunpowder for it. Unlimited speech opportunity: In a little while---------------------------- ask about a girl who
talks with her and dealing with her, continue to talk with her and finally you will come across a speech challenge. You don't need a high speech [100% ] on it, after completing it you can constantly ask the same thing and get communication. This problem works as Patch 1.10 and silver is a great way to get the Toongad Devil Trophy. Exotic Blaster: 13 power
stations due north------------------ and you'll soon find a small mountain. On the east side of this mountain you will choose a Recon craft radio signal. This will occur when you are north of an unusualhorizontal line through Greener for remote. Search the east of the slope for a damaged home and you will soon be across by its West Signal: a trail flight resation.
Its pilot open-up coffin can be found below (beware of radiation!). The pilot has near-alien-Blaster and a group bars. This powerful weapon often gets hit important and is made of behemots. If you are lucky you will find ammo randomly across the wastelland, so use the ammo to use a little soba! Secret Sash in fake rock:--------------------------If you face the gate
of The Megaton, go to the right, and try to place it on and between metal sheets covering the stones. It's three stones together, but keep pressure on one of them to make sure you don't move it. My suggestion is only if you didn't blow Megaton. Otherwise, take some away to deal with radiation. Incredible Hulk Reference: --------------------------Looking for you,
some robots may say don't make me angry, you'll not like me when I'm angry. This one line is called david banner in incredible Hulk TV series by 80 at a time. Add story: In the main ---------------, when you first enter the worldlevel, at least up to level 2. Instead go to Meerpit or the GNER radio station, go to the city and talk to Dr. Lee. If you get part of the
GNER radio station of the story, it is done, you will be able to leave the whole part. Note: The Rupt City is located near the end of the map in the southwest area. Followers: ---------- 8 followers are effects 3. For most of them you should have a certain karma level. Below is a list of followers and how/or how/when you are not able to find a new one. To get them:
In the city of Bach Rupt, after completing the trouble on the Homefront [Neutral Karma] Sergeant RL-3-A robot that can be purchased in the name of the wasteland-neutral karma stoner [neutral karma] Faukas-Walt I must be safe 87 [good karma] Star Paladan Aadaan Aada Yariho [Good Karma] found in Menoshadi on the three-branch-bought in a slave
paradise [bad karma] Charon-a ghoul whose contract should be purchased in The E·zmarkhall abutal [Karma] No matter the] dog-dog found in the scrap yard [karma doesn't matter]:----------------= Revenge =-Diathakalao In the holy (northwest side of the world map), follow the caves and be prepared for many Diatakalao clashes. The south-eastern side of the
caves has a pool of blood under the rock column. In this pool is a pile of Gore with VTT, a overcome laser-gilling gun. -= Wasar Wafalla =-After you have access to a slightly unusual condition, you'll find a child named Baovy who will sell you wasar waaphla, a foregoing laser, for 500 hat. If your child is in the heart's perc, you can get it for free (select you said
you didn't need it, why not just give me for free?). -= Name of Abe Lincoln's Reiter =-Enter museum of natural history and go to the bottom level. In the museum offices, there is a central room with gun case. The Reiter of Lincoln is here, for a strong hunt that uses. 44 rounds. Lucky feeling: -------------- you have to save Red, then help the big city from super-
motantas. Go to the red clinic and lay on the bed will have someone (not sure if it's a random clash). If you heal it, he will give you their lucky eight ball and will be a pop saying you are feeling lucky now! You're increasing in luck now 1! As long as you hold it will be increased by more than one, but once you leave it your luck is reduced back to normal. Sakab
Reference: In the Republic of ----------------- tells The Son of Deo during his election that he does not mean to lead. He'd answer, oh yes? Well.... er... So your face is! This is an episode of the television show Skabb where whenever Dr. John Dor(Ged) gets insulted, he only answers then your face. Caniappper: In The Southwestern Side of the World Map ------
---------, City Of Lateka, Ronald, is the name of a Sawed off-shot canimapper. You will need to kill him to get him, passive methods (through an angry shutdown) or actively (shot to the head). Scary -----------------: In the south-west side of the world map, in The Aparurity, you will find a heavily secured raider secret, including a Super Behemoth. Inside the
center building is a series of caves where riders have set up a stool and once. One of these riders will not attack you, and it will not attack you. The smile is Jack. He's a businessman, but you should trade him a bullet on the head for his terrible shot, a better fight shot. Smugglers and: -------------- once you have access to the brotherly, you can find or look for
anything you take. When you are in the solar room you can secure the elderly Lyons with a lookup (if your lokapakk skills are high enough) and find 300 hat, other miscellaneous. The end of the goods and smugglers, a powerful laser pistol. Additional Weapons: -------------- cheat only apply to operation encrypted content packs. As soon as you are able to
control your own strike team, you will be able to get custom weapons from the terminal. If you give them the qavartromaster, you can get another loadout. Leave all new things and talk to The Qavartamrmaster. He will give you your goods badoon gunpowder. It's no problem, because you can head to the ammo dispensary for more. Pick up weapons on the
ground when you're ready to go, or do all the weapons you can handle again. Fear Factory Reference: ----------------------- the museum, and review the notice on the wall terminal to the far right. The text is about a virus affecting their arkaitipe, and finally it represents parts of the song Arkaitipi by the Fear Factory: Infection has been removed, the spirit of this
machine has been improved. Theft: --------- you must take in The Cochch mode with hidden explanation on your screen to successfully steal an item without taking you away. However, there are items that are constantly safe or need a very high stick skill. To make these items easier to steal, you can use the possession capability. Just capture the item and
move to a dark part of the room until the explanation turns into hidden. More inventory space: ---------------------* You can use your followers as storage. Talk to them and tell them you want to trade your goods. Give them your unnecessary items. * You can also put your own items on enemy bodies. Because the bodies remain almost indefinite, you can leave
unnecessary items on the body of an enemy then return after recolating it. Operation Encrege: Additional weapons: -----------------------------------You can get custom weapons of luavots from the terminal when you are under the control of your strike team. Give the weapon a qavartamraster and you can get another luadout. Leave all new weapons and talk to
The Qawartromastare. He will give you his weapons , but without any weapon . Go to the ristocq to the dispensary, then take the weapons you have left. You can do it again as needed. Easter Eggs: Text-based Sahask: In the pushing wing of the Hobraus comedy--------------------------------- some terminals will allow you to remove the folk called The Adventure
(ala Zawark: The Great Underground Empire) based on text. Purpose There is no physical reward in this game for which, folk have to kill. Read on your text-based adventure before ventering your search: use the instructions command N S E W, and use the basic conditions to talk to people. Don't forget to swear! Big Skreal 4: Forget reference: -------------------
--------------------- is a specific location where you can find a building called Fort Fargch. This is the name of the fort where The Occasion of Lokin is large, its big scroll lives in for the story of the black Muslim Brotherhood 4: Forget. Pick up the -----------------------: Instead of removing the following procedure, the target is used to put something in the pockets.
You can also be able to catch it, and it will still result in loss of karma, but it has some interesting uses. Someone will be placed in the pocket any mine or manually, after a few seconds of bursting. That's why your pipe boy has a torn pants statistics in the record. Also, all THE NPC AIs, not only those of your companions, will cause them to wear any coach with
a superior doctor than their own. If you, for example, have an electric helmet in the three dog inventory, they will be wearing on the next load and you will be able to wrap its unique head (Charisma + 1. Fate + 1). Many items can be achieved by picking the reversion which cannot be achieved otherwise without any death. It also works with weapons, but The
AI instructions for weapon use are more complex, range included, loss per round, and regular DMG rating se-sec. As a result, using this trick to get weapons can't always work. Where to find the duality:----------------------Dogmit, the only animal role you can do as your friend is in a place called Sakrapiard. If you accept the Search for Moira Brown to go to a
place called EMS, you will face scarapiard along the way. If not, then it is to the south of THE EMS. Keep searching for the sakraapiar and you'll finally find it. But you have your problem to get how to come up with you. Broken Steel Successes: ---------------------------- complete the following achievements to unblock Microsoft Gammerscore points. Death from
the top (30 points): Complete death from the top. The slot value (30 points): Full-time slot value. Who dare win (30 points): Complete which win the courage. Satan (20 points): reached 30 levels with bad karma. Real-man (20 points): Level 30 with neutral karmareached. The Christ (20 points): reached 30 levels with good karma points. On the side of the --------
-------: It is a unique Chinese officer's sword with 15 damages. The onesy sword in his bedroom is found at The Marysta station in the cabinet. Note: If you kill Vinsy to get his key, it will make the whole family opposite to your side, and you have completed your search for blood relations at the same time Make both communities united. The sword is only 50%
stability when found but can be repaired using the common Chinese officer's sword. Due to its very low weight, rapid attack speed, high key opportunity, and good stability, the edge of the wimper is a very good melli weapon despite its lower primary loss. Wazar Wafalla: ------------ is a unique foregoing laser with 28 damage. Access the small status, and find a
child named Baavvi. He will sell you the Waszar Waaffla for 250 or 500 hat. Note: If you have baby in heart, you can get weapons for free by selecting you said you didn't need it, why not just give me for free? Option. Cheap -----------------: Instead of paying 37 hat or more for stompas, go to, supini tower. Go to the bar, save the game, hack the terminal, and
move the 50% VIP discount and 10% holiday discount to get everything on the menu for it is worth. Inventory is: Beer: 2 Caps Satampak: 25 Caps Woodka: 20 Caps Vicci: 10 Caps Wine: 10 big characters, the price of the items sold to you also increases. For example, a pack of cigarettes with a price of 10 hat is now priced at 9-hat sales. Clothing items: -------
-------------The location of the dress of the broker type is as follows: Ulyavgo Jones: Paradise Falls Mr. Brick: Megaton or Prewar Business Wear Sahadi Hat: The Wastland Survival Guide Mission (Optional Quest Prize): ----------------------------------------------National Guard Is a hidden area in Armory which consists of an experimenting Mervi gun (the most
powerful weapon in the game) and small arm bobblehead. Bach's Tavethapakapak: ------------------ is a little more powerful swatchbaladi. Then escape can be achieved by the trouble in front of the house either killing him or struggling to get him as a follower. Blade-Run Reference:-----------------------. A reference to the pistol staked by the 233 pistol design is
The Role of The Ford, Rick Dekhard, in the film Blade Runer. Star Track: Voyager First Reference: Inside the Strip----------------------------- is a robot doctor. When you talk to him, he will say please the condition of the nature of the medical emergency. This television series is a reference to the emergency medical plus doctor from Star Track: Voyager I and
Film Star Track: First Contact. He's the same thing he says when he's changing on. The --------------------: When you get level 14, you can get the Adamantome Cinkl Perc. This is actually a reference to X-Men: the Vallavereni film where The Logo is bandua from Adamantome and becomes The Vallavereni. Jump without dying: ------------------- use the following
trick where getting a high point is a shortcut to save you time and walk a long distance. The trick is more difficult you are. A booticamp mine equipped. Stand on the edge where you will be going to get over. Throw down my bootlakeup towards the ground. Immediately it leaves your hands, the drop-off bootlakeup swells on the top edge of the main. Botlyp
seems to fall slow compared to my each other's items, making it somewhat easier on the ground. Keep landing on bottlake min as it comes to earth. Note: This requires skill and good purpose. What's right, when you reach the earth you will lose the least health. Pick up the botalyp min and continue. Eyes of the tractoron: ------------------The eyes of the tractor-
on is a unique laser pistol that fires the bean cluster at the same time. It is usually more effective when we were expelled from THE VATS. It has a slightly slowest rate of fire and small magazines compared to a standard laser pistol. It is repaired with standard laser pistol. The weapon is built from parts of the tractor-on assistant of the craft at the Robot Repair
Center on Canterbury General. 55-land drum Carall: ----------------------------If you have difficulty taking with maximum stop, this cool trick can help break around some extra gear. First go through and clear an area of enemies, then grab (right click on the yanalog stick) a 55-laning drum. They are everywhere in most areas. Fill the drum by picking up items in a
material and fall into them and you will have a quick shopping cart for all your luggage. You can travel with it too fast-but when you look at your destination the drum comes to the ground and you have to take it back again. Dreicalla reference: ------------------The lady who stopped looking for blood relations, maybe this is a reference to Lysy Veschera, in The
Drecla of Meena-Mare's friend, Bram who has turned into a wimper and then by Wayne Helsing. Also count edited in the city part is the name of the city towards the palace of Dreiseela. Hacking: -------- use the following steps to hack average, hard, and very difficult computers. Find common suffixes, such as -ing or -ed. You can go a step ahead before them
once again, ted, -did, -ling, -ing, -ingoti, etc. Write or remember the entire list of words in the completion groups. Select a word from a suffix group, preferably the largest, and appear for words with the correct number of matching letters. Use suffixes as filters. For example, if you find that the word was two letters of pain, no words in the -ing suffix group would
be deleted, but if it was in five match, chances are. This is generally true, though not always. In the previous example, a match for suffering (5/9) may be poor, but the sub-subset may also be. Wastalord Survival: ------------------- level enough to get animal friendly perc. And To find where you test the intruding rod on mole rat. Usually mole swells will attack the
first look, but because you've got the perc that they will not. You can kill mole rat once without these attacks, even if more close. Note: This will not affect the completion of the search. The City of The Rupt: Unlimited Karma: ----------------------------This trick can be done as required many times, but your sneak must be at least 60. Donate all his hat to the priest
in the city of Rupt. After that is done, you can pick it up. Your karma will only go on 5 points. How much karma you have had from the donation compared to this address (it differs on how much was donated). Shoot in The Head Quest: Rigging Elections: --------------------------------------------When the head is shot by The Quest towards the Republic of Deo, one
must get important to win and stay the challenges of speech. Ask Deo if there is anything to help with the election. He'll ask you to vote for everyone. Go to Bob and Rosey and get them to run for president. Get everything to vote for. Notify Deo, then run you completely on the ballot box and hide behind it. It's locked but keep pressure on it until Deo comes to
open it. You'll see the vote. Now you can rig the polls. How to get t-Ghoul b Power Coach: Through: Presented-----------------------------: You'll have to shoot in the head to find you after going back after you get your reward. Wait a day or two and find the man who went back (wait till night and go to Carol's place) you can kill him using Mr Sandman's perc or just
shoot in the head not kill Greta or Carol, just kill the settlers, (until Greta is attacking you) and Carol and Greta go out And everything will normally come back. Don't forget to return to the bodies! Baby Steps Mission: See ye as an adult: ---------------------------------------------Zoom when you walk your dad at the light flash at the end of the mission. You will have a
small version of your own as an adult with a pipe boy 3000. Canterbury General: Investing in travel traders: ---------------------------------------------------- the area on the full eastern part of the map in the very east. You should soon discover a city called Canterbury Al-Aam. Once two busy NPCs are fighting, talk to a person named Uncle Egg. Choose to talk to
him about caravan traders, then organize them into a particular group. Once you can be able to invest your capital letters in traders, the carawans will have better and more different trades, while traders will have better repair skills and more caps on hand at a time. Each initial investment in each merchant will cost 200 cap, the second cost will be 500 Master
Trader as well Every investment will be cut in half. You are only able to invest twice in each merchant. Once you invest fully in each caravan, the seller will give you a special gift. Dr. Hoff will give you several stompaks the next time you will talk to him. The amount of stompaks differs based on your level. At the maximum level he gives you seven of them. The
Likey Harris will give you a mini-atomic, you will give your special Eibot helmet, and Crazy Wolf will give you a different amount of velvet marine boys (at the maximum level he gives 6). Traders and whatever they take is down. The Likey Harris-Weapons and Ammunition. Clow-coach and clothes. Dr. Hoff food and chems. Crazy Wolf-various items and janks,
have the best repair skills (at 75) when fully invested. Three followers: ----------------A contract started by gaining followers (for example, Fox, Charon, Yarihou, etc.), then traveling to Sakraapurid and gaining duality. Once completed, move the search for stolen freedom. Talk to the girl entering your building as soon as Sydney. You can find it to follow you. You
may choose to complete it, but if you do so you can't get it to follow up again. You should have three current followers. Haley 100 Repair Skills: ----------------------- you need heart to look point to make this disorder. It's really easy, by leaving the shop time, and waiting for a specific amount of hours, 3 hours works, come back and talk to Haley and repair it will
increase skills 5. Keep doing this until you get 100 repair skills. Jump without dying: ------------------- use the following trick where getting a high point is a shortcut to save you time and walk a long distance. Note: The trick is more difficult than what you are. A booticamp mine equipped. Stand on the edge where you will be going to get over. Throw down my
bootlakeup towards the ground. Immediately it leaves your hands, the drop-off bootlakeup swells on the top edge of the main. Botlyp seems to fall slow compared to my each other's items, making it somewhat easier on the ground. Keep landing on bottlake min as it comes to earth. Note: This requires skill and good purpose. What's right, when you reach the
earth you will lose the least health. Pick up the botalyp min and continue. Awanlong attack: To get the China attack very easily----------------------- go to Megaton immediately after leaving the walt. You'll see the sheriff when you come first. Talk to him about the bomb and tell him that you want to make him aware of the device. He will agree and you can go
away from Salon. Find Mr. Bric. He'll ask you to bomb. Tell him no, so tell the sheriff about The Brics. Say , If he take someone to the vein of a bomb , the sheriff will go after him . Follow him and when you get a bric he's a quiet 10 mm Will shoot the sheriff You can leave the bric at this time or you can kill it with no punishment. You can also talk to him and still
blow up the bomb. Now you can legally find the sheriff and take it, sweep and hat, as well as a key to The Amrori (but look out for his safety inside the robot). The bisseda' s: north of Washington------------------ the city south of EMES, the betisda. The Batisda Sports Studios has developed the game while The Batisda Softoorux published the game within the
USA. The company's headquarters lie a little north of the city of Batisda in Rockacooli. How to get free house on -----------------------------------: First, go to The Excel, and click Lady. After that, you'll see a magazine. As long as you don't want a home, flip to the pages, but you want it for free. Then upgrade, then, if you don't have enough aversion to get it, click
Buy with The Eqons but if you have enough, and you don't have enough stars, click Buy with Stars. (If you have enough e-qaunas and stars, then this glitch works) you will not be able to buy it. Then refresh your computer, it will log you in, so log in. Then go to your house, and you should see the house you wanted! Easy skills, special skills, and incentives:-----
---------------------------------- enable the Auliwal code to get a level and assign points to your skills as desired. Higher your level, the more points you can spend. When you will be asked to choose the perc. Don't use intense training yet. Select all unselected taxes. Nothing specifically can be selected before reaching the specific level and/or the level of special
expertise. Intense training can upgrade the perc up to ten points. Check which skills are required, then use intense training to get to that level. Note: Here and now level 10 can only be achieved. Either access it at this point or enable the player to change your level back to level 9. Setup level 9 code. So, if done correctly, you will end up with all the needs and
expertise. To get your special skills maxed out, use the Modpca code; for example, Modpca Power 4 will add four points to your power state. Use the value that will take the skill to 10. 10.
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